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Flat Fee Model:
MAH vs. Manufacturers
• FMD: “The costs of the repositories system shall be borne by the
manufacturing authorisation holders of medicinal products
bearing the safety features”.
• DR: “The repositories system … shall be set up and managed by
manufacturers and marketing authorisation holders of
medicinal products bearing the safety features”.
• Marketing Authorisation Holders and parallel distributors are
responsible for placing medicines on the market
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Flat Fee Model:
Agreement between MAH and NMVO
• Basic principle: cost shall be borne by manufacturing authorization holders

• The cost can be passed on by the Marketing Authorisation Holders to the
relevant Manufacturing Authorisation Holders
• Marketing Autorisation Holders and parallel distributors have to enter into
an agreement with the entities managing the repositories systems for the
verification of their medicines in a given market.
• In this agreement, the parties can agree on the payment due by the
Marketing Authorisation Holders (and PD) for the use of the system
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Example of Transparency:
EMVO’s Cost Allocation Model
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Requirements of funding system
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple and simple to understand
Not open to argument and avoidance
Predictable in advance of invoicing
Fair and low level of fees
Transparent
Ability to charge in advance
Low accountancy costs

Various fee options were
considered

1. Flat fee per holding company
2. Volume – value ratio fees
3. Variable fees pro rata to number of MAs
or volumes sold
4. Single flat fee per MAH (legal entity)
5. Different fee layers flat fee by revenue
6. Flat fee with reductions for specific types
of company (generic and SME)

Of these options
• Fees per volume are in disadvantage of companies
with high volumes / low prices
• Value based fees are in disadvantage of companies
with low volumes / high priced medicines
• Fees per marketing authorisation disadvantage
companies with DCP products over CP products
• Only the single flat fee per MAH found as best
denominator
• Variations to the simple flat fee approach do not
make significant differences to the distribution of
costs between companies and create significant
differentials between countries

Setting user fees pro rata to volume
fails to meet the practicality criteria

• Not predictable
• Can’t invoice in advance
• Requires post hoc audit and review,
adding costs
• Doesn’t give certainty to companies or
the NMVO
• Is not simple and transparent
• Incurs additional accountancy etc fees

Setting user fees pro rata to volume
is not fair

• Not fair in terms of demands on the
system
– Only 7% of the system’s costs are
attributable to volume
– Main cost is directly related to the number
of connections, ie the number of pharmacies
– Disadvantages for large volume / low price
companies. Advantages for companies with
low volumes / high margins

Flat fee per MAH meets the criteria
• Simple, transparent, predictable, chargeable in
advance
• But also fair:
– Data show that holding companies with larger
portfolios have multiple MAHs in their ownership so
would pay higher fees
– Working average of €11,000 pa (may be overestimate) comparable with regulatory fees so is
proportionate and non-discriminatory
– Different approach is a deviation from the Blueprint
with the additional cost and uncertainty that that
brings
– Scope for discussion of de minimis approach for
micro companies if need can be demonstrated

Number of MAHs varies between
corporations depending on size

Corporation

Markets

MAHs

Estimated fee

Sanofi (incl Sanofi Generics)

All EU

154

€ 1,516,000

Teva (Actavis not yet inlcluded)

All EU

159

€ 1,363,000

Pfizer (incl Hospira)

All EU

126

€ 1,193,000

Almirall

20

27

€ 302,000

Apotex

12

12

€ 141,000

Nova Argentia

1 (Italy)

1

€ 19,000

Abcur

3 (SE, FI, NO)

3

€ 20,000

Data subject to change (reference: IMS 2016)

Only the flat fee per MAH meets the
stated requirements for the system

Volume /
value
based fee
Practicality
Low
Fairness
Low
Transparency
Low
Predictability
Low
Balanced
Low
Upfront payment Unlikely

Single flat
fee
High
High
High
High
High
Most likely

Banded flat Single flat
fee
fee with
reductions
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Likely
Unlikely

Example: Annual Cost - Spain
Hub cost
€ 400 k

Share: 10 %

NMVO cost
€ 1200 k

system size

System cost
€ 3722 k

Average of IT service providers’ offers

Total: € 5322 k

Flat fee model
Annual fee per MAH: € 19 000
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Cost Allocation Model: EMVO’s Flat Fee
Model
 Practicality
•

Easy way of calculating: equal division amongst MAHs and PD

 Fairness
•

Takes into account market activity: companies with multiple MAHs pay more

 Transparency
•

Simple accountancy / audit

 Predictability
•

Calculations based on number of active participants in the market the year before
the fee adjustment

 Balanced
•

A company can be more active in country A, compared to country B and will
therefore pay more in country A

 Upfront payment
•

In order to prevent free-riders, easy calculation gives opportunity to pay upfront
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Thank you very much!
Maarten Van Baelen
EMVO

Contact for On Boarding and general topics:

helpdesk@emvo-medicines.eu
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Consequences of the White / Black lists
 Divergence: Medicines on the lists may not have to have the
same legal status (Rx or OTC) across the EU.
 Medicines bearing a tamper verification features will have to
remove this. Current way of packaging become illegal (unless
exemptions are granted).
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An Issue of Inefficiency:
Obligations / Extension of the scope
• Manufacturers would like to have the option to apply safety features to
those products who do not have the obligation to bear safety features:
– To further improve patient safety
– To increase efficiency at packaging / manufacturing

• Member states can support!
– Member States may, for the purposes of reimbursement or pharmacovigilance,
extend the scope of application of the unique identifier referred to in point (o)
of Article 54 to any medicinal product subject to prescription or subject to
reimbursement.
– Member States may, for the purposes of patient safety, extend the scope of
application of the anti-tampering device referred to in point (o) of Article 54 to
any medicinal product.
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An Option for NCA:
Increase Safety and Improve Efficiency
• Could Member States approved the following position:
– For the purposes of pharmacovigilance, extending the scope of
application of the unique identifier referred to in point (o) of Article 54
to any medicinal product subject to prescription or subject to
reimbursement is at the discretion of the manufacturers.
– For the purposes of patient safety, extending the scope of application of
the anti-tampering device referred to in point (o) of Article 54 to any
medicinal product, is at the discretion of the manufacturers.

• Could COM check with NCAs reg. their intention to extend the
scope of application of the unique identifier or of the antitampering device in accordance with Article 54a (as agreed at
COM Expert Group meeting on 29/06/2016) and communicate
results to EMVO?
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Thank you very much!
Andreas M. WALTER
EMVO General Manager

Contact for On Boarding and general topics:

helpdesk@emvo-medicines.eu

